In three experiments we examined individual differences in working memory (WM) and their relationship with filtering-the selective encoding and maintenance of relevant information in the presence of irrelevant information. While some accounts argue that filtering is an important element of individual differences in WM (McNab & Klingberg, 2008; Robison & Unsworth, 2017b; Unsworth & Robison, 2016; Vogel, McCollough, & Machizawa, 2005) , recent investigations have challenged this view (Mall, Morey, Wolff, & Lehnert, 2014; Shipstead, Lindsey, Marshall, & Engle, 2014) . In all three experiments, we measured WM span with three complex span tasks and then had participants complete a visual WM task with a filtering component. In Experiment 1, participants were instructed to remember the orientation of relevant items (red rectangles) and ignore irrelevant items (blue rectangles). In Experiment 2, the color of relevant items changed randomly on a trial-by-trial basis. In Experiment 3, we presented a constant number of items. On half of the trials, participants were told which color item would be tested before each trial. On the other half of the trials, participants received no such cue. In situations where filtering was especially required, WM span accounted for a significant portion of variance in filtering trials beyond shared variance between filtering and nonfiltering trials. We argue that filtering is one of several control processes that gives rise to individual differences in WM, but that the relationship is constrained by the degree to which filtering is demanded by the task.
A considerable debate remains about the nature of the relationship between WM capacity and control over access to WM. Whereas some have argued that an important element of individual differences in WM is the ability to selectively encode and maintain relevant information and ignore irrelevant information (i.e., filtering; McNab & Klingberg, 2008; Unsworth & Robison, 2016; Vogel et al., 2005) , recent investigations have challenged this idea (e.g., Mall et al., 2014) . Given the nature of this debate, the present investigation attempts to resolve some outstanding issues regarding the nature of individual differences in WM. Specifically, we measured WM with three complex span tasks and a visual WM task to examine the WM-filtering relationship. A secondary goal of the present investigation is to demonstrate that there a number of different ways to measure filtering, and we address some of the strengths and weaknesses of these various approaches.
A number of different attention control-related abilities are necessary for the successful execution of a visual WM task. These control abilities include the consistent deployment of attention to the task while resisting mind wandering and other attentional diversions (Adam, Mance, Fukuda, & Vogel, 2015; Adam & Vogel, 2017; Mrazek et al., 2012; Unsworth & Robison, 2016) , allocating attention to items during maintenance intervals to ensure items stay in an easily accessible state (Unsworth, Fukuda, Awh, & Vogel, 2015; Vogel & Machizawa, 2004) , selecting relevant information within WM (Robison & Unsworth, 2017b) , and dealing with large amounts of information that exceed one's WM capacity (Fukuda, Woodman, & Vogel, 2015) . Filtering-the ability to selectively encode and maintain task-relevant information in the presence of irrelevant information-is the focus of the present investigation. Evidence suggests that filtering is an important individual difference. For example, in the task used by Vogel and Machizawa (2004) individuals were briefly cued to a relevant hemifield of the screen (right or left), and items appeared on both sides of the screen. Individuals had to selectively encode and maintain information on the relevant side of the screen only. Contralateral delay activity (CDA) is a difference in activity between the contralateral hemisphere (i.e., activity in response to relevant information) and ipsilateral hemisphere (i.e., activity in response to irrelevant information). So in addition to measuring maintenance of relevant information, differences in CDA index the ability to ignore irrelevant information (Vogel & Machizawa, 2004) . Furthermore, when both relevant and irrelevant information is presented in the relevant hemifield, low-capacity individuals' CDA reflects unnecessary storage of irrelevant information, whereas high-capacity individuals' CDA reflects nearexclusive storage of relevant information (Vogel et al., 2005) . Follow-up investigations have shown that low-capacity individuals are more susceptible to and take longer to recover from attentional capture during visual WM tasks (Fukuda & Vogel, 2009; Fukuda & Vogel, 2011) . Furthermore, Gaspar, Christie, Prime, Jolicoeur, and McDonald (2016) found that the amplitude and timing of the distractor positivity, an EEG waveform that theoretically reflects suppression of irrelevant information, significantly correlated with estimates of visual WM capacity.
Additional evidence for the filtering account comes from functional MRI. McNab and Klingberg (2008) discovered two regions that showed different patterns of activity in preparation for filtering trials compared with nonfiltering trials: bilateral posterior middle frontal gyrus and the left basal ganglia. Outside the scanner, McNab and Klingberg (2008) measured individual differences in visual WM capacity. Importantly, activity in these two areas preceding filtering trials significantly correlated with visual WM capacity. Other work has demonstrated that filtering significantly predicts capacity estimates (Unsworth & Robison, 2016) . Notably, filtering was uncorrelated with mind wandering, indicating sustained attention to the task and filtering are distinct forms of control. Finally, we have demonstrated that the use of spatial and categorical precues is related to independent measures of WM (complex span; Robison & Unsworth, 2017b) . Taken together, this collection of evidence suggests that one important difference that gives rise to variability in WM is the ability to use attention control to filter out irrelevant information from WM (Awh & Vogel, 2008; Awh, Vogel, & Oh, 2006; Lee et al., 2010; McNab & Klingberg, 2008; Robison & Unsworth, 2017b; Unsworth & Robison, 2016; Vogel et al., 2005) .
Recently, Mall et al. (2014) challenged the filtering account with an individual differences examination of WM capacity and selective attention. One issue with prior investigations is that filtering is often measured within the same task (or type of task) during which WM capacity is measured (Fukuda & Vogel, 2009; Fukuda & Vogel, 2011; Unsworth & Robison, 2016) . To overcome that limitation, Mall et al. (2014) included two complex span tasks (operation span and symmetry span) as independent measures of WM. Mall et al. (2014) also noted that the stimulus presentation and retention interval durations are typically quite short (around 200 ms and 900 ms, respectively). These short durations prevent individuals from making saccades (often intentionally, as eye movements can make EEG analyses impossible). Longer stimulus presentation allows for individuals to fixate on multiple items during the exposure duration, thus potentially encoding more items than during shorter exposures. So Mall et al. (2014) lengthened both encoding (1,200 ms) and maintenance periods (3,000 ms) to allow for eye movements. Additionally, Mall et al. (2014) manipulated the relevance of items in three different ways. In one type of trial, all items had an equal probability of being tested (i.e., full-set trials). In the second type of trial, only items belonging to one particular category (circles or triangles; half-set trials) were tested. In the third type of trial, one category of items was tested two thirds of the time (ratio-set trials). Trial types were blocked and participants completed two blocks of each trial. Importantly, participants were explicitly instructed before half-set and ratio-set blocks that one category of items would be tested all (in half-set) or most (in ratio-set) of the time. Mall et al. (2014) made two predictions based on the filtering account: (a) low-capacity individuals should fixate more often on irrelevant items/locations during encoding and maintenance periods, and (a) low-capacity individuals should demonstrate better memory for infrequently tested information, assuming they encode and maintain this information more often than their high-capacity counterparts. Consistent with the idea that inefficient filtering leads to poor visual WM performance, individuals who performed better on the visual WM task spent less time looking at irrelevant items during both the encoding and maintenance intervals in the half-set condition (when those items were never tested). But individuals with lower complex span scores spent less time fixating on irrelevant items during both encoding and maintenance intervals in half-set blocks. Additionally, individuals with lower complex span scores showed worse memory for infrequently tested information. Mall et al. (2014) argued that both of these findings contradict the filtering account. Further, they highlighted the importance of including independent measures of WM. Shipstead et al.'s (2014) findings also appear to challenge the filtering account. In their study, Shipstead and colleagues gave participants four different visual WM tasks. Two of those tasks required filtering, and two of them did not. Using a latent variable approach, Shipstead et al. (2014) formed a visual WM latent factor from all four tasks. They then formed a filtering latent variable from the residual shared variance between the two filtering tasks. Shipstead and colleagues also included two complex span tasks (operation span and symmetry span). The filtering latent variable and a complex span latent variable did not correlate. However, the filtering latent variable did correlate with an attention control latent variable representing the shared variance between antisaccade, Stroop, and flanker tasks. Thus it is apparent that there are some discrepancies in the literature surrounding the nature of individual differences in WM and their relationship with filtering. The primary goal of the present study is to resolve some of these discrepancies.
A secondary goal of the present investigation is to highlight the diversity of methods with which filtering can be measured, as well as some issues with those methods. In the four studies reviewed above, each measured filtering in a different way. Vogel et al. (2005) measured filtering as the difference in CDA between distractor-present and distractor-absent trials. Mall et al. (2014) measured filtering in two ways: (a) the proportion of time spent This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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fixating on irrelevant items (or locations) during encoding and maintenance intervals, and (b) memory for infrequently tested information. Shipstead et al. (2014) measured filtering as the residual shared variance between filtering tasks after controlling for shared variance among filtering and nonfiltering tasks. Finally, filtering can be measured as the difference in capacity estimates between filtering and nonfiltering trials (Lee et al., 2010; Unsworth & Robison, 2016) . In the present study filtering can be measured two different ways, given the experimental design. The first is as a filtering cost, which can be measured as the difference in performance between distractor-present and distractor-absent trials (or a ratio of performance between distractor-present and distractor-absent trials). The second is using regression to account for shared variance between distractor-present and distractorabsent trials and examining residual shared variance between complex span performance and distractor-present trials. We chose to measure individual differences in WM capacity with three complex span tasks for two reasons. First, performance on complex span tasks require a constellation of abilities including the temporary storage of goal-relevant information, simultaneous processing of irrelevant/distracting information, and retrieval of goalrelevant information that is lost from active maintenance. Therefore, they require both storage and control, which filtering tasks also presumably require. Second, by using multiple complex span tasks that combine verbal and spatial memoranda, a factor composite score represents a rather domain general ability to store information and exert control. Shared variance between complex span WM and performance on the filtering task should reflect a domain-general ability to selectively encode and maintain goal-relevant information, sometimes in the face of distracting information.
The regression technique rests on two major assumptions: (a) the shared variance between distractor-present (i.e., filtering) and distractor-absent (i.e., nonfiltering) trials represents any shared influences of visual WM capacity and control processes that are necessary for encoding and maintaining information in visual WM more generally, and (b) any residual shared variance between distractor-present trials and complex span performance (which we will refer to as WM span), reflects a unique element of individual differences in WM that represents the selective encoding and maintenance of relevant information in the presence of irrelevant information. If there is no significant amount of shared variance between WM span and filtering trial performance after controlling for shared variance between filtering trials and nonfiltering trials, this would suggest that individual differences in WM span are primarily predictive of filtering because of shared variance between WM span and visual WM more generally. In other words, filtering abilities are not an element of individual differences in WM. However, if WM span and filtering trials share a significant amount of variance after controlling for shared variance between filtering and nonfiltering trials, this would suggest that individual differences in WM comprise a form of control that is unique to filtering trials. The logic of this regression technique is our primary means of testing the nature of individual differences in WM span and their relationship with filtering.
Experiment 1
The goal of Experiment 1 was to examine how individual differences in WM predicted filtering abilities within a visual WM task. During the visual WM task, participants were told that one category of items would always be tested, and one category of items was included as distractors. If WM span accounts for a significant portion of variance in filtering trials beyond the shared variance between filtering trials and nonfiltering trials, this would suggest that filtering is an element of individual differences in WM. However, if WM span does not account for a significant unique portion of variance in filtering trial performance, this would suggest filtering is not an important determinant of individual differences in WM.
Method
Participants and procedure. A sample of 158 participants from the human subjects pool at the University of Oregon completed the study in exchange for partial course credit. Participants completed three complex span tasks and a visual change detection task. The four tasks comprised about 45 min of a 120-min session, during which participants completed other measures that were irrelevant to the current study. These results have been reported elsewhere (Robison & Unsworth, 2017a, in press ). We used the end of the academic term as our stopping rule for data collection. The experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Oregon.
Tasks. Operation span. Participants solved a series of math operations while trying to remember a set of unrelated letters (Unsworth, Heitz, Schrock, & Engle, 2005) . Participants were required to solve a math operation, and after solving the operation, they were presented with a letter for 1 s. Immediately after the letter was presented the next operation was presented. At recall, participants were asked to recall letters from the current set in the correct order by clicking on the appropriate letters. For all of the span measures, items were scored correct if the item was recalled correctly from the current list in the correct serial position. Participants were given practice on the operations and letter recall tasks only, as well as two practice lists of the complex, combined task. List length varied randomly from three to seven items, and there were two lists of each length for a total possible score of 50. The score was the total number of correctly recalled items in the correct serial position.
Symmetry span. Participants recalled sequences of red squares within a matrix while performing a symmetry-judgment task (Unsworth, Redick, Heitz, Broadway, & Engle, 2009 ). In the symmetry-judgment task, participants were shown an 8 ϫ 8 matrix with some squares filled in black. Participants decided whether the design was symmetrical about its vertical axis. The pattern was symmetrical half of the time. Immediately after determining whether the pattern was symmetrical, participants were presented with a 4 ϫ 4 matrix with one of the cells filled in red for 650 ms. At recall, participants recalled the sequence of red-square locations by clicking on the cells of an empty matrix. Participants were given practice on the symmetry-judgment and square recall tasks as well as two practice lists of the combined task. List length varied randomly from two to five items, and there were two lists of each length for a total possible score of 28. We used the same scoring procedure as we used in the operation span task.
Reading span. While trying to remember an unrelated set of letters, participants were required to read a sentence and indicated This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
whether or not it made sense (Unsworth et al., 2009) . Half of the sentences made sense, while the other half did not. Nonsense sentences were created by changing one word in an otherwise normal sentence. After participants gave their response, they were presented with a letter for 1 s. At recall, participants were asked to recall letters from the current set in the correct order by clicking on the appropriate letters. Participants were given practice on the sentence judgment task and the letter recall task, as well as two practice lists of the combined task. List length varied randomly from three to seven items, and there were two lists of each length for a total possible score of 50. We used the same scoring procedure as we used in the operation span and symmetry span tasks. Filtering. Participants tried to remember the orientations of colored rectangles (Vogel et al., 2005) . We informed participants that they would be briefly presented with a pattern of red and blue rectangles, and that they should pay attention to the red rectangles and ignore the blue rectangles. Each trial began with a screen that said, "Remember, press left for same, right for different." The F and J keys on the keyboard were labeled "S" and "D" for same and different, and participants placed their left and right index fingers on these keys. Participants initiated each trial by pressing the spacebar. Following a 500-ms blank gray screen, a fixation cross appeared for 1,000 ms. After another 100-ms blank screen, an array of blue and red rectangles appeared and remained on-screen for 250 ms. Each rectangle could be angled in one of four directions: vertical, horizontal, 45°to the right, or 45°to the left. After a 900-ms blank retention interval, the items reappeared on the screen. One of the red rectangles had a white dot on it. Participants indicated whether this item was the same orientation or a different orientation than in the first presentation by pressing the key labeled S or D for same or different. The test array remained on-screen until the participant made a response. The tested item changed orientation on 50% of trials, and untested items never changed orientation. A graphical depiction of the task is shown in Figure 1 .
Arrays could contain two or four targets and zero, two, or four distractors, resulting in six trial types. Participants completed six practice trials after which they were encouraged to ask the experimenter any questions, if necessary. They then completed 144 experimental trials. Trial types were randomly intermixed. Participants completed 24 trials of each trial type, with two exceptions. Due to a programming error, there were no four-target/zerodistractor trials in which the target item changed orientation. Further, participants completed 36 trials in which there were two targets and two distractors, 24 of which were trials in which the orientation of the target changed. This programming error was corrected in Experiment 2. The dependent variable was proportion correct for each trial type.
Results and Discussion
Descriptive statistics and correlations among measures are listed in Table 1 . Most measures showed acceptable values for skewness and kurtosis. The two-target/two-distractor trials showed negative kurtosis due to relatively high performance on those trials and a subsequent ceiling effect. To compute a single WM span score for each participant, we submitted operation span, symmetry span, and reading span scores into a principle axis factoring and saved factor scores for each participant. Loadings on this factor score were .83, .46, and .70 for operation span, symmetry span, and reading span, respectively. This factor score was used in all subsequent analysis involving WM span.
Our first analysis focused on performance on the filtering task. We submitted accuracy to a 2 (targets: 2, 4) ϫ 3 (distractors: 0, 2, 4) repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). The ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of the number of targets (F(1, 157) ϭ 217.09, p Ͻ .001, partial 2 ϭ .58), such that performance on two-target trials was better than performance on four-target trials. We also observed a significant main effect of This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
number of distractors (F(2, 314) ϭ 8.52, p Ͻ .001, partial 2 ϭ .05), such that the effect of distractors was different at each set size (see Table 1 ). Finally, we observed a significant Target ϫ Distractor interaction (F(2, 314) ϭ 12.30, p Ͻ .001, partial 2 ϭ .07). To estimate the effect of distractor presence, we subtracted accuracy on distractor-present trials from accuracy on distractor-absent trials (Lee et al., 2010; Unsworth & Robison, 2016) . On average, accuracy dropped by .02 (SD ϭ .08) when distractors were present, a small but significant effect, t(157) ϭ 3.06, p ϭ .003.
Our next set of analyses focused on how individual differences in WM span accounted for variance in filtering. First, we examined the correlation between the filtering cost described above and WM span. This correlation was not significant, r ϭ .01, p ϭ .94. In our next analysis, we entered WM span as a covariate into the ANOVA described above. Although there was a main effect of WM span (F(1, 157) ϭ 4.93, p ϭ .03, partial 2 ϭ .03), such that individuals with greater WM spans performed better overall, r ϭ .18, p ϭ .03, WM span did not interact with the effect of targets, distractors, or the Target ϫ Distractor interaction (all Fs Ͻ 2), suggesting that none of the effects significantly changed as a function of WM span.
Next, we used regression to estimate shared variance between filtering and nonfiltering trials. Presumably, the shared variance between distractor-absent (nonfiltering) and distractor-present (filtering) trials represents any demands on storage capacity and control processes that are common to all trial types. After controlling for this shared variance, any residual shared variance between WM span and distractor-present trials should be due to WMrelated control abilities that are unique to these trials. For the regression analysis, we averaged performance on distractor-absent and distractor-present trials across set sizes. We then entered distractor-absent trial accuracy and WM span into a multiple regression as predictors of distractor-present trials. As can be seen in Table 2 , only distractor-absent trials accounted for a significant amount of unique variance in distractor-present trials.
1 So in this instance, performance was primarily driven by capacity and control processes shared across all trial types. Although WM span significantly correlated with accuracy on distractor-present trials, r ϭ .17, p ϭ .04, this covariance was driven by WM span's shared variance with both trial types.
There were several elements of the filtering task in Experiment 1 that could have constrained the relationship between WM span and filtering. First, the relevant items were always red. So over time, most participants may have been able to sufficiently ignore the irrelevant blue items. Indeed, the average filtering costs at each set size were quite small. The main effect of distractors was significant, but because it was so small, there was little betweensubjects variance with which WM span could systematically covary. As mentioned earlier, the magnitude of the filtering effect was quite small. In order to detect such a small effect, there must necessarily be little interindividual variation in the magnitude of the effect. Subsequently examining correlations between such an effect and other measures becomes difficult because of the lack of interindividual variability. Therefore, in order to increase the magnitude of the filtering effect, increase the amount of interindividual variability in the filtering effect, or both, we adjusted the filtering task to make the identity of targets change randomly on a trial-totrial basis.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 1, WM span did not account for a significant portion of variance in filtering trial accuracy after controlling for shared variance between filtering and nonfiltering trials. Therefore, the primary driver of the relationship between WM span and Note. N ϭ 158. SD ϭ standard deviation. Reliabilities for operation span, symmetry span, and reading span were computed as Cronbach's ␣ on each set size. Reliability for the trial types in the filtering task were computed using a Spearman-Brown split-half coefficient. Correlations Ն.16 are significant at p Ͻ .05.
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the filtering task was WM span's relationship with capacity and control differences that were shared between filtering and nonfiltering trials. However, target trials consistently and predictably differed from distractors in a salient feature (color). As Mall et al. (2014) note, a consistent target-distractor relationship may mask individual differences. Indeed, the magnitude of the filtering effect in Experiment 1 was quite small, and there was little interindividual variability in the magnitude of the effect. Furthermore, Jost and Mayr (2016) examined the effect of target/distractor consistency and observed significant effects of trial-to-trial changes in item relevance. Specifically, Jost and Mayr (2016) had participants complete a filtering task (Vogel et al., 2005) with two types of trial blocks. In "pure" blocks of trials, targets were always one color (red or blue). In "mixed" blocks, target color changed randomly from trial to trial. Filtering was significantly worse in mixed blocks compared with pure blocks, suggesting it is more difficult for participants to adjust their filter settings on a trial-by-trial basis (Jost & Mayr, 2016) . Therefore, the flexible adjustment of filtering on a moment-to-moment basis may be an important element of the filtering-WM relationship.
To test this possibility, the task used in Experiment 2 required participants to update which items were relevant and irrelevant on a trial-by-trial basis. On 50% of trials, the tested item was red. On the other 50%, the tested item was blue. Before each trial, participants were told which color would be tested, and trial types were randomly intermixed. Therefore, they could not utilize the same filtering approach on every trial. If this task requires WM-related control processes that are not shared between filtering and nonfiltering trials, WM span should account for a significant amount of variance in filtering trial accuracy, even after controlling for shared variance between filtering and nonfiltering trials. However, if WM span does not account for a significant unique portion of unique variance in filtering trial accuracy, as in Experiment 1, this would provide further evidence than WM span's covariation with filtering abilities is primarily driven by its shared variance with general WM-related capacity and control differences that are required in both filtering and nonfiltering contexts.
Method
Participants and procedure. A sample of 137 participants from the University of Oregon human subjects pool completed the study in exchange for partial course credit. Participants completed three complex span tasks and a visual change detection task. The four tasks comprised about 45 min of a 90-min session during which participants completed other tasks that were irrelevant to the present study, and the results have been reported elsewhere (Robison & Unsworth, 2017a) . The complex span tasks were completed during the first 30 min of the session, and the visual change detection task was the last task in the session. We used the end of the academic term as our stopping rule for data collection. The experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Oregon. No participants in Experiment 2 had taken part in Experiment 1.
Tasks. Operation span. See Experiment 1. Symmetry span. See Experiment 1. Reading span. See Experiment 1. Filtering. The task was similar to the filtering task in Experiment 1 with one crucial difference. Rather than the same color items being tested on every trial, the task cued participants to the relevant color at the beginning of every trial (Shipstead et al., 2014) . Each trial began with a screen saying, "Remember press left for same, right for different. Are you ready? Press the spacebar to begin." After the participant pressed the spacebar, a 500-ms blank gray screen appeared, followed by a 1,000-ms fixation screen on which a black cross was centered on a gray background. After another 50-ms blank screen, the word "RED" or "BLUE" appeared and remained on-screen for 200 ms. This screen informed the participant which color the tested item would be. After a 100-ms blank screen, the target array appeared and remained on-screen for 250 ms. The arrays contained red and blue angled rectangles at one of four orientations: horizontal, vertical, 45°to the right, and 45°t o the left. Arrays could contain two or four targets and zero, two, or four distractors. Targets could either be red or blue, resulting in 12 different trial types. If the targets were red, the distractors were blue, and vice versa. After a 900-ms blank retention interval, the array reappeared and remained on-screen until the participant made a response. The participants' task was to indicate whether the tested item was the same orientation or a different orientation than in the initial array. A white dot on one target item indicated the tested item. The tested item was always drawn from the subset of items indicated by the relevant color (i.e., distractor items were never tested). Participants made their response by pressing one of two keys labeled S and D for same and different (the F and J keys on the keyboard). The orientation of the tested item changed on 50% of trials. The orientation of untested items never changed. A graphical depiction of the task is shown in Figure 2 . Participants completed six practice trials, after which they were encouraged to ask any questions if necessary. They then completed 120 experimental trials (10 of each trial type).
Results and Discussion
Descriptive statistics and correlations for all measures are shown in Table 3 . Most measures showed acceptable values for skewness and kurtosis. The kurtosis values for the two-target/zerodistractor and two-target/two-distractor trials were a bit high, but accuracy on these trials was highest and the kurtosis was probably due to a ceiling effect. Just as in Experiment 1, we computed a WM span score for each participant by submitting operation span, symmetry span, and reading span scores to principle axis factoring. Loadings on this factor were .94, .44, and .57 for operation span, symmetry span, and reading span, respectively. This factor score was used in all subsequent analyses involving WM span. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Our first analysis was a repeated-measures ANOVA on accuracy with targets (2, 4) and distractors (0, 2, 4) as within-subjects factors. The ANOVA revealed a main effect of targets (F(1, 136) ϭ 220.66, p Ͻ .001, partial 2 ϭ .62), such that accuracy was higher for two-target trials compared with four-target trials. The ANOVA also revealed a main effect of distractors (F(2, 272) ϭ 34.63, p Ͻ .001, partial 2 ϭ .20), such that accuracy decreased with an increasing number of distractors. The Target ϫ Distractor interaction did not reach significance (F(2, 272) ϭ 2.13, p ϭ .12, partial 2 ϭ .02). Follow-up Bonferroni-corrected comparisons revealed that accuracies on all trial types were significantly different from one another (all ps Ͻ .01). On average, accuracy dropped by .04 (SD ϭ .07). Therefore, the magnitude of the filtering effect nearly doubled from Experiment 1, t(293) ϭ 2.91, Note. N ϭ 137. SD ϭ standard deviation. Cronbach's ␣ on set sizes was used estimate reliability for the complex span tasks. Spearman-Brown split-half coefficients were used to estimate reliability for each trial type for the filtering task. All correlations are significant at p Ͻ .05. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
p ϭ .004. Thus, making the target color random on a trial-by-trial had the desired effect of increasing the filtering effect. Our next analysis examined how individual differences in WM span predicted filtering abilities. First, we entered WM span as a covariate into the ANOVA described above. Similar to Experiment 1, the analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) revealed a significant main effect of WM span (F(1, 135) ϭ 23.43, p Ͻ .001, partial 2 ϭ .15), such that participants with greater WM span performed better overall, r ϭ .39, p Ͻ .001. But in this case, WM span significantly interacted with the effect of distractors (F(2, 270) ϭ 4.54, p ϭ .01, partial 2 ϭ .03). The drop in accuracy between distractor-present and distractor-absent trials was slightly but not significantly smaller for high-WM participants, r ϭ Ϫ.11, p ϭ .20. Similar to Experiment 1, we averaged across set size within distractor-present and distractor-absent trials. Then, we entered WM span and distractor-absent trial accuracy as predictors into a stepwise regression on distractor-present trials. As can be seen in Table 4 , distractor-absent trial accuracy accounted for the majority (68%) of variance on distractor-present trials. However, WM span accounted for a small but significant unique proportion of variance (1%).
2 Thus, there is some residual variance explained by a WMrelated form of control that contributes uniquely to performance on trials that require filtering, especially when what needs to be filtered changes on a trial-by-trial basis. We also computed a filtering cost by subtracting average accuracy on distractor-present trials from average accuracy on distractor-absent trials. Higher filtering costs reflect a greater effect of distractor presence on performance. On average, accuracy dropped by .04 (SD ϭ .07) when distractors were present. This measure and WM span did not significantly correlate, r ϭ Ϫ.06, p ϭ .47. So, had we used this measure of filtering to see how WM span predicted filtering costs rather than the regression, we would have come to a different conclusion. This is an issue we return to later.
It is possible that the effect if WM span was due to trial-to-trial carry-over effects of previous filtering settings (Jost & Mayr, 2016) . In other words, low-WM span participants may have had more difficulty switching from remembering red items to remembering blue items (and vice versa) than high-WM span participants. If this is the case, we should see an interaction between WM span and switching. To examine this, we submitted accuracy to a repeated-measures ANCOVA with within-subjects factors of targets (2, 4), distractors (0, 2, 4), and trial type (switch trial, noswitch trial) and WM span as a covariate. This analysis revealed a main effect of trial type (F(1, 135) ϭ 13.88, p Ͻ .001, partial 2 ϭ .09), such that accuracy was lower when the relevant color changed relative to the preceding trial (switch: M ϭ .82, SD ϭ .11; no switch: M ϭ .84, SD ϭ .11), and a Distractor ϫ Trial Type interaction (F(2, 270) ϭ 5.42, p ϭ .005, partial 2 ϭ .04), such that the effect of distractors was larger on switch trials (switch: M ϭ .06, SD ϭ .09; no switch: M ϭ .04, SD ϭ .10). However, WM span did not significantly interact with trial type (F Ͻ 1) or with the Trial Type ϫ Distractor interaction (F Ͻ 1). So although we did observe effects of switching between filter settings replicating Jost and Mayr (2016) , these effects did not interact with WM span, and they did not explain the relative filtering benefit for high-WM participants.
In Experiment 1, WM span did not account for a significant portion of variance in filtering trials after controlling for shared variance between filtering and nonfiltering trials. But as mentioned, the relevant color never changed. In Experiment 2, participants had to update which items were relevant and irrelevant on a trial-by-trial basis, which presumably requires greater moment-tomoment control over access to WM. In Experiment 2, we did observe a small but significant effect of WM span on filtering trial performance, even after controlling for shared variance between filtering and nonfiltering trials. Therefore, performance on filtering trials was determined by shared capacity and control differences between filtering and nonfiltering trials and a WM-related control difference that allowed for the selective encoding and maintenance of relevant information when item relevance was dynamic.
Experiment 3
Experiment 3 had several goals. First, we wanted to replicate the findings of Experiment 2 that WM span accounted for unique variance in filtering after controlling for shared variance between filtering and nonfiltering trials. Admittedly, the effect of WM span was small in Experiment 2. Therefore, we wanted to verify this finding with an additional experiment. Second, we wanted to place a premium on the use of the filtering cue. To do so, we fixed the set size to be six items-three blue items and three red items. On 50% of trials, participants received a cue telling them which color the tested item would be. The other 50% of trials provided no such cue. Thus, on some trials, participants had to maintain all six items, which is presumably above capacity for all participants. On others, they could filter out the irrelevant items and reduce the effective set size to three items, which is presumably at or near most participants' visual WM capacity. In Experiment 2, set sizes were often at or below visual WM capacity limits. In such situations, some participants (especially high-WM participants) may strategically choose to ignore the filtering cue, as this places an unnecessary additional burden on WM. Instead, they may attempt to remember all items. Pushing the set size to six items will presumably make this strategy impossible. Thus, we are further incentivizing participants, especially high-WM participants, to make effective use of the filtering cue. This manipulation had two intentions: (a) place a premium on the use of the filtering cue, and (b) increase the magnitude of the filtering effect and thus create more interindividual variability. 2 The partial correlation between WM span distractor-present trials (controlling for distractor-absent trials) was also significant, r ϭ .17, p ϭ .048.
Table 4 Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Experiment 2
Step R 2 ␤ SE ␤ t p
Step 1 Note. N ϭ 137. ␤ ϭ standardized regression coefficient; SE ␤ ϭ standard error of standardized regression coefficient; WM ϭ working memory. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Method
Participants and procedure. A sample of 158 participants from the human subjects pool at the University of Oregon completed the study in exchange for partial course credit. Participants completed three complex span tasks and a visual change detection task. The four tasks comprised 45 min of a 90-min session during which participants completed three measures of long-term memory which were irrelevant to the current study. We used the end of an academic term as our stopping rule for data collection. The experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Oregon. No participants in Experiment 3 had taken part in Experiments 1 or 2.
Tasks. Operation span. See Experiment 1. Symmetry span. See Experiment 1. Reading span. See Experiment 1. Filtering. This task was similar to that used in Experiment 2 with several key differences. Filtering was examined by keeping set size constant and providing a color cue on 50% of trials. The other 50% of trials provided no color cue. Specifically, three red items and three blue items appeared on every trial. Each trial began with a screen that said, "Remember, press left (S) for same, right (D) for different. Press the spacebar to start the trial." After the participant pressed the space bar, a 1,200-ms fixation screen appeared. In the cued trials, the fixation screen was followed by a 200-ms blank gray screen, then a 250-ms cue screen that showed the relevant color in capitalized letters and colored font (i.e., RED in red font or BLUE in blue font). Then, after another 250-ms blank screen, the sample array appeared and remained on-screen for 300 ms. Items could have one of four orientations: horizontal, vertical, 45°to the right, or 45°to the left. On neutral trials, the sample array was preceded by a 450-ms blank screen. After a blank 1,000-ms retention interval, the test array appeared. On cued trials, the tested item was always one of the items in the relevant color. On neutral trials, any item could be tested. A white dot on one item indicated the tested item. Participants responded as to whether the tested item was the same orientation or a different orientation as its first appearance by pressing the key marked S for same or D for different (the F and J keys on the keyboard). The tested item changed orientation on 50% of trials. The orientation of untested items never changed orientation. The test array remained on-screen until the participant made a response. A graphical depiction of each trial type is shown in Figure 3 .
Results and Discussion
Descriptive statistics and correlations are listed in Table 5 . All measures showed acceptable skew and kurtosis. We computed a WM span factor score for each participant using principle axis factoring on operation span, symmetry span, and reading span scores. The loadings on this factor were .83, .46, and .70 for operation span, symmetry span, and reading span, respectively. This score was used for all subsequent analysis involving WM span.
We first analyzed accuracy as a function of trial type. Accuracy was significantly higher on cued trials compared with neutral trials (paired samples t(157) ϭ 21.72, p Ͻ .001). To compute a filtering score for each participant, we subtracted accuracy on neutral trials from accuracy on cued trials. On average, performance improved by a proportion of .18 (SD ϭ .10) when a filtering cue was provided. We next used a repeated-measures ANCOVA on accuracy with trial type (neutral, cued) as a within-subjects factor and WM span as a covariate to whether this effect changed as a function of one's WM span. The ANCOVA revealed a main effect of WM span (F(1, 156) Table 6 . Similar to Experiment 2, WM span had a significant amount of shared variance with cued trials (3%), even after accounting for shared variance between cued and neutral trial accuracy.
3 Therefore, there was a WM-related control difference that predicted filtering over and above the capacity and control differences shared between cued and neutral trials. We argue this difference is the selective encoding and maintenance of relevant items on cued trials.
Measuring filtering. One important facet of the current set of experiments is the use of regression techniques to examine the shared and unique influences of visual WM capacity and WM span on filtering abilities. Our logic rested on two assumptions: (1) when entered into a simultaneous regression predicting accuracy on trials that require filtering, covariance between filtering and nonfiltering trials represents any common WM-related differences that lead to variation on visual WM tasks regardless of filtering requirements, and (2) residual covariance between WM span and filtering trials represents a WM-related control difference that reflects the selective encoding and maintenance of relevant information in the presence of irrelevant information. This approach differs from a rather typical approach in which filtering abilities are estimated as a difference between distractor-absent and distractor-present trials (e.g., Lee et al., 2010; Unsworth & Robison, 2016) . A secondary goal of the present study was to demonstrate that this approach may not yield the same conclusions as the regression approach.
The present set of experiments demonstrated that filtering can be measured in a number of different ways: subtracting accuracy on two-target/two-distractor trials from accuracy on two-target/ zero-distractor trials, subtracting accuracy on two-target/fourdistractor trials from accuracy on two-target/zero-distractor trials, subtracting accuracy on four-target/two-distractor trials from fourtarget/zero-distractor trials, subtracting accuracy on four-target/ four-distractor trials from four-target/zero-distractor trials (Experiments 1 and 2), and subtracting noncued trial accuracy from cued trial accuracy (Experiment 3). We also divided accuracies on various trial types to obtain a ratio, rather than a difference score. Let us focus specifically on six filtering scores: (1) the difference between two-target/zero-distractor trials and two-target/twodistractor trials, (2) the difference between four-target/zerodistractor trials and four-target/two-distractor trials, (3) the ratio of accuracy on two-target/zero-distractor trials to two-target/zero-distractor trials, (4) the ratio of accuracy on four-target/zerodistractor trials to four-target/zero-distractor trials, (5) the difference between cued trial accuracy and neutral trial accuracy, and (6) the ratio of cued trial accuracy to neutral trial accuracy. Table 7 shows these estimates, their correlations with WM span, and estimates of reliability. We estimated reliability using Irwin's (1966) formula for difference scores: r ⌬ ϭ [(r 1 ϩ r 2 /2) Ϫ r 12 ]/(1 Ϫ r 12 ).
The correlations and reliabilities in Table 7 reveal several things worth noting. First, the reliability estimates are all quite low. Therefore, it may be difficult to use these filtering scores as estimates of a reliable individual difference, meaning a failure to observe a correlation with some other independent measure (e.g., WM span) could result from the unreliability of the filtering measure itself. Note. N ϭ 158. SD ϭ standard deviation. Reliability was estimated using Cronbach's ␣ on set sizes for the three complex span tasks. Spearman-Brown split-half coefficient was used to estimate reliability for the neutral and cued trials of the filtering task. All correlations are significant at p Ͻ .05.
Table 6
Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Experiment 3
Step 1 Note. N ϭ 158. ␤ ϭ standardized regression coefficient; SE ␤ ϭ standard error of standardized regression coefficient; WM ϭ working memory. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Another issue worth noting is that filtering is often measured within the same task as other estimates of visual WM capacity. For example, Vogel et al. (2005) measured filtering as the difference in CDA between filtering and nonfiltering trials and measured differences in visual WM capacity on the same task. In another example, Lee et al. (2010) used a filtering task in which participants tried to remember the orientations of colored rectangles in one hemifield, which is quite similar to the task used in the current set of experiments. Lee et al. (2010) gave three set sizes: two targets/zero distractors, two targets/two distractors, and four targets/zero distractors. They estimated filtering by subtracting performance (capacity estimates) on two-target/two-distractor trials from performance on two-target/zero-distractor trials. They then correlated this difference with performance on four-target/zerodistractor trials. We have also used this estimation method (Unsworth & Robison, 2016) by computing a difference in capacity estimates between distractor-absent and distractor-present trials, and we observed a significant correlation with capacity estimates. If we did this in the current set of experiments, we would observe a significant correlation in Experiment 1, r ϭ Ϫ.17, p ϭ .03. In Experiment 2 the correlation was not significant, r ϭ Ϫ.15, p ϭ .07. These findings are not consistent with our conclusions using regression. So we agree with Mall et al. (2014) on the importance of having independent measures to examine the joint and unique influence of abilities like WM capacity and filtering.
General Discussion
Across three experiments, we examined the relationship between WM span and the ability to selectively encode and maintain relevant information in the presence of irrelevant information (i.e., filtering) during a visual WM task. To measure individual differences in WM, we gave participants three complex span tasks. Participants then completed a visual WM task with a filtering component. In Experiment 1, participants were told at the beginning of the task that only one category (red items) would be tested, and they should do their best to ignore the irrelevant (blue) items.
The independent measure of WM (a factor score derived from the three complex span tasks) did not account for a significant portion of variance in filtering trials over and above shared variance between filtering and nonfiltering trials. So in that instance, WM span did not independently predict filtering abilities. However, as Mall et al. (2014) note, the predictability of targets based on a salient dimension of the items may have limited our ability to observe such a relationship. As the target-distractor relationship is continually reinforced by the task, the presence of distractors may become less impactful. Further, Jost and Mayr (2016) observed significant effects on filtering when the relevant color was random rather than fixed within blocks of trials. So in Experiment 2, we made the color of targets and distractors unpredictable. The to-beremembered color changed on a trial-by-trial basis. In this instance, WM span did indeed share a significant portion of variance with filtering trials beyond the shared variance between filtering and nonfiltering trials. Therefore, when the relevance of items was unpredictable, there was a WM-related control difference that accounted for variance in filtering trials. Admittedly, this effect was small, only accounting for an additional 1% of variance after controlling for shared variance between filtering and nonfiltering trials. So to replicate this effect, we ran a third experiment. In Experiment 3, the relevance of items again changed on a trial-bytrial basis, but we stabilized set size such that all trials included six items (three targets and three distractors). On half of the trials, participants were cued to a relevant subset by color. On the other half of the trials, participants received no such cue, and thus had to encode and attempt to retain all items. In this case, WM span accounted for a significant portion of variance (3%) on cued trials after controlling for the shared variance between cued and uncued trials. So similar to Experiment 2, there was a WM-related difference in trials that allowed for filtering beyond the WM-related control and capacity differences that are shared across filtering and nonfiltering situations.
The nature of the relationship between WM span and filtering is a subject of considerable debate, and this debate inspired the present set of experiments. Prior research has argued that individual differences in WM are strongly predictive of filtering abilities. Indeed, the ability to control access of information to WM is often offered as one reason for individual differences in WM (Awh et al., 2006; Cowan & Morey, 2006; McNab & Klingberg, 2008; Robison & Unsworth, 2017b; Unsworth & Robison, 2016; Vogel et al., 2005) . However, this account is not supported by several recent studies (Mall et al., 2014; Shipstead et al., 2014) . Further, various studies have conceptualized WM in a number of different ways. We and others (Mall et al., 2014; Robison & Unsworth, 2017b; Shipstead et al., 2014) have measured WM with complex span tasks, which require the temporary storage and retrieval of relevant information while processing irrelevant information. Others (e.g., McNab & Klingberg, 2008; Vogel et al., 2005) have used visual change-detection tasks to measure WM. One of the goals of the present study, similar to prior work (e.g., Mall et al., 2014; Shipstead et al., 2014) , was to measure individual differences in WM in a domain-general way, and to see how these difference relate to specific abilities.
Collectively, our results indicate that at least one component of individual differences in WM is the selective encoding and maintenance of relevant information. So these results are not consistent with the conclusions of Mall et al. (2014) . Unfortunately, our This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
specific set of results is difficult to directly compare with Mall et al. (2014) for several reasons. First, we did not record eye movements, so we cannot address how often high-and low-WM individuals fixated on irrelevant items (or item locations) during encoding and maintenance periods. Our stimulus durations and retention intervals were also shorter than those used by Mall et al. (2014) . But our task was designed to more closely replicate those used by Vogel et al. (2005) and Shipstead et al. (2014) . Second, we never tested uncued/irrelevant items, so we could not test memory for irrelevant information. However, we wanted to ensure all participants would use the filtering cue. Invalid cueing may lead some participants to ignore the cue and try to encode and maintain all items (e.g., Berryhill, Richmond, Shay, & Olson, 2012; Gözen-man, Tanoue, Metoyer, & Berryhill, 2014; Matsukura, Luck, & Vecera, 2007; Williams & Woodman, 2012) . Although our findings are at odds with Mall et al. (2014) , it is hard to directly compare results across these two studies. But we do think Mall et al.'s (2014) approach-using independent measures of WM, analyzing eye movements, and testing irrelevant items-is a valid method that will need to be merged with that used in the present study in future work. At first glance, our results are also at odds with those of Shipstead et al. (2014) . However, a reanalysis of Shipstead et al. indicates that our results actually replicate those data relatively well. Shipstead et al. (2014) used two visual WM tasks that did not require a filtering component and two that did require filtering. Two of the tasks were very similar to those used in Experiments 2 and 3 of the present study, with two differences. Shipstead et al. (2014) . used larger set sizes, and rather than indicating if one particular item changed orientation/color, participants had to report if any item in the array had changed orientation/color. In one task, participants were given either five or seven blue and red rectangles (nonfiltering). In the other task, participants were cued to the color of the to-be-tested item before each trial (filtering). Using the same regression technique as the present study, we found that a large portion of variance in the filtering orientation task was shared with the nonfiltering version (35%). But complex span accounted for an additional 3.5% of variance in filtering trials after controlling this shared variance. This replicates Experiments 2 and 3 in which WM span accounted for a small but significant portion of filtering trial variance independently of shared variance between filtering and nonfiltering trials. Further, if we run the same analysis on the other two visual WM tasks used by Shipstead et al. (2014) , we observe the same pattern. On one task, participants were given patterns of colored squares and asked to indicate if a tested item changed color. On the filtering version of this task, participants were cued to one side of the screen prior to the trial, and items appeared on both sides of the screen. Participants were then asked to determine whether any item on the relevant side of the screen changed color. If we regress nonfiltering trial performance and WM span on filtering trial performance, we again find that a large portion of variance in filtering performance is shared with nonfiltering performance (25%). However, WM span accounts for a small but significant portion of variance (6.8%) in filtering trials, over and above the shared variance between filtering and nonfiltering trials. Our results are actually consistent with those of Shipstead et al. (2014) . Further, Shipstead et al. examined shared variance in filtering across contexts using latent variable, whereas we examined filtering in one specific context in the present study. That is another reason why our findings might originally seem contradictory.
Overall, we argue that individual differences in WM are indeed predictive of filtering abilities, but this relationship carries an important caveat. The present results combined with prior work (Robison & Unsworth, 2017b; Shipstead et al., 2014) suggest that in order to observe a significant relationship between WM and filtering, the task must put a premium on the filtering requirement. This can be accomplished in at least two ways. First, filtering demands must change on a trial-by-trial basis. The fact that a significant effect of WM span was observed in Experiment 2 and in Shipstead et al. (2014) but not in Experiment 1 supports this idea. When the identity of targets and distractors is static across the task, the target/distractor relationship is continuously reinforced and no WM-related filtering differences exist. When the target/ distractor relationship is not continuously reinforced, but rather requires a moment-to-moment updating of item relevance, WMrelated filtering differences emerge. This is consistent with the general finding that WM-related differences emerge only when participants must continuously maintain task goals. When task goals are reinforced by prepotent responses or prior task experience, WM-related differences often disappear (Kane, Bleckley, Conway, & Engle, 2001; Kane & Engle, 2003) . For example, Kane and Engle (2003) showed that high-and low-WM participants do not differ when presented with a high proportion of incongruent Stroop trials. When the task goal (i.e., report the color of the font of the word) was continually reinforced by the task, low-WM individuals did not have difficulty maintaining access to this goal. However, when incongruent Stroop trials were less frequent (25% of trials), low-WM individuals showed significantly greater Stroop interference. When the task did not continually reinforce the task goal, low-WM individuals frequently lost access to the goal, resulting in slower response times and more errors. Therefore, in order to observe such a relationship between WM and filtering, the filtering task must require participants to continually update and maintain the task goal (i.e., the identity of relevant items).
A second way to place a premium on filtering is by increasing set size. If set sizes are at or below capacity limits, participants may view the filtering cue as an unnecessary additional burden and instead try to remember all items. In a prior study, we embedded precues and retrocues into visual WM tasks to indicate relevant items either before or after encoding periods (Robison & Unsworth, 2017b) . When set size was relatively small, precue and retrocue effects were also small, and the relationship between cueing effects and WM span was rather weak. Participants were nearly at ceiling, and interindividual variability was low. When we used a task similar to that in Experiment 3 (i.e., larger set size), the magnitude of the cueing effects increased, interindividual variability increased, and the relationship with WM span strengthened. Shipstead et al.'s (2014) orientation task contained five or seven targets and five or seven distractors. In our comparable task (Experiment 2), we had maximums of four targets and four distractors, but set sizes were sometimes as low as two items. The reanalysis of Shipstead et al. (2014) revealed a larger relationship between WM span and filtering than we did. Further, Experiment 3 of the present study had a larger set size than most trial types in Experiments 1 and 2, and we observed our largest filtering effects in Experiment 3. Therefore, any task manipulation that puts a premium on filtering (e.g., set size, dynamic item relevance) may This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
give rise to greater systematic variation across participants which covaries with individual differences in WM. Mall et al. (2014) lengthened the durations of encoding periods and maintenance intervals. The manipulation of such durations may represent a third task factor that systematically affects the WM-filtering relationship. However, because Mall et al. (2014) is the only study to examine individual differences with such a manipulation, this finding begs future research.
We should further note that we do not argue that filtering is the primary reason why WM differences arise. Rather, filtering is one of several control processes that differs across individuals. Other control processes include the consistent deployment of attention toward the task and the resistance of attention deviations away from the task (e.g., mind wandering; Adam et al., 2015; Unsworth & Robison, 2016) , active and selective maintenance of relevant information over delay intervals (Robison & Unsworth, 2017b; Vogel & Machizawa, 2004) , and dealing with large amounts of information at one time .
We also acknowledge that the majority of variation in these abilities is shared across filtering and nonfiltering contexts, as nonfiltering trial performance accounted for the vast majority of variance in filtering trial performance in all three experiments. And admittedly, the residual portion of variance in filtering trials shared with WM span was small. However, a small effect does not necessarily mean it is not meaningful. For example, one of the most interesting aspects of WM is its ability to predict mindwandering tendencies, both in and out of the laboratory. But this effect is quite small. Across a number of latent variable analyses, the latent correlation between WM and mind-wandering tendencies is usually between Ϫ.20 and Ϫ.30 (Kane et al., 2016; McVay & Kane, 2009; 2012a , 2012b Robison, Gath, & Unsworth, 2017; Robison & Unsworth, 2017c; Unsworth & McMillan, 2013; Unsworth & McMillan, 2014) . This suggests that WM and mind-wandering tendencies share about 4 -9% of their variance. After accounting for shared variance between mind wandering and other constructs (e.g., attention control, motivation, etc.) the residual relationship is even smaller. This is just one example of when a relationship can be small but theoretically meaningful.
A secondary goal of the present study was to highlight some of the issues in the measurement of filtering. Mall et al. (2014) recognized several issues including the static nature of the target/distractor relationship and inherent dependencies between filtering and visual WM capacity estimates when measured during the same task. We agree that these are two important issues that affect WM-filtering relations. We also highlight the diversity of ways in which filtering can be measured. In the studies reviewed above, we noted several methods including the difference in CDA between filtering and nonfiltering trials (Vogel et al., 2005) , the difference in performance between filtering and nonfiltering trials (Lee et al., 2010; Unsworth & Robison, 2016) , fixations on irrelevant items/locations during encoding and maintenance (Mall et al., 2014) , memory for irrelevant information (Mall et al., 2014) , and the separation of shared variance between filtering and nonfiltering trials from shared variance between independent measures of WM and filtering (Shipstead et al., 2014) . In the present study, we use an approach similar to Shipstead et al.'s (2014) latent variable investigation. We also demonstrated that using other methods of measuring filtering (e.g., computing a filtering cost as a difference/ratio) would have led to different patterns of results. Further, these filtering costs may not be reliable enough within participants to be used in between-subjects or correlational analyses. This is a problem that has been encountered by cognitive psychologists for decades. If an experimental effect is small (as is sometimes the case with filtering), there must be little interindividual variability in order to detect the effect. When subsequently trying to examine individual differences in such an effect, the lack of interindividual variability can be problematic. In an illustrative example, Salthouse, Siedlecki, and Krueger (2006) examined individual differences in memory control. Although the dependent measures (recall performance on various item lists) were all internally reliable, they were also highly correlated with one another. When Salthouse et al. (2006) computed difference scores as measures of individual differences, the scores all had low reliability estimates. Referring back to the equation for estimating the reliability of a difference score (Irwin, 1966) , two factors affect the reliability of a difference between two measures: (a) the reliability of the individual measures, and (b) the correlation between the two measures. Similar to Salthouse et al. (2006) , we observed acceptable reliability for individual measures (i.e., trial types), but these measures were also highly correlated with one another. Thus, when we estimate the reliability of a difference in accuracy between two trial types (i.e., a filtering cost), the reliability estimate is quite low. Ways of dealing with the unreliability of difference scores as measures of individual differences include examining part and partial correlations (Horn, 1963) and confirmatory factor analysis (Donaldson, 1983) . The logic of our regression analyses closely follows these two techniques, which account for common and unique variance among sets of variables.
Conclusion
One manifestation of individual differences in WM is the ability to selectively encode and maintain relevant information in the presence of irrelevant information (i.e., filtering). However, this relationship may only be observed when the task places a premium on filtering in order to maximize performance. When individuals must update the relevance of incoming information on a moment-to-moment basis, and when set sizes exceed WM capacity limits, individual differences in WM are predictive of filtering abilities. Although the majority of variation in visual WM tasks is shared across filtering and nonfiltering contexts, filtering represents a distinct WM-related form of control that manifests in contexts when it is especially required.
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